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HI Mickey & Gary,
I think the response below provides the clarity you were looking for. Please let me know if this
response meets the intent of the question(s).

deb

Q1. Is the hunter required to leave the tag in the freezer. If so where, meat or hide? The old system
had the tag on the head and hide portion.
The tag must remain on your person, or attached to the animal (when required), until
the animal is processed and prepared for long-term storage.  When required, the tag
must be securely attached to the tendon of one of the hind legs of the bear.  This
means that you will need to keep your tag with the animal until it has been completely
cut, wrapped/packaged and frozen.  If the bear carcass is being completely cut,
wrapped, packaged and frozen at the camp, and you are transporting the packaged
frozen meat, then the tag requirement no longer applies.  In these cases, you should
be prepared to provide information about the meat that you are transporting (e.g. tag
holder’s name, outdoors card number, licence number) and details of the hunt (e.g.
date and location of kill) if requested by a conservation officer.

If you are transporting a portion of a carcass (not wrapped/packaged) that does not
have a tag (e.g. the head/hide of the animal was divided or quartered at your hunt
camp prior to final transport), you must be prepared to provide information about the
tag holder (e.g. name, outdoors card number, licence number) and details of the hunt
(e.g. date and location of kill) if requested by a conservation officer.

Q2. When transporting the frozen hide and head and meat across the border where should the tag
be?
Under the new rules, the bear tag must be securely attached to the tendon of one of
the hind legs of the bear, when required to be attached.  As noted above, the tag
requirement will depend on the state of processing of the bear carcass.  If it has been
completely cut, wrapped, packaged and frozen, and you are transporting the
packaged frozen meat, then the tag requirement no longer applies.  Otherwise, the
tag must remain with the animal. 

If you are transporting a portion of a carcass (not wrapped/packaged) that does not
have a tag (e.g. the head/hide or the animal was divided or quartered at your hunt
camp prior to final transport), you must be prepared to provide information about the
tag holder (e.g. name, outdoors card number, licence number) and details of the hunt
(e.g. date and location of kill) if requested by a conservation officer.



Another question is are Export Permits still required and if so why?
Yes, Non-Resident Export Permits are still a requirement to assist with tracking and
exportation of carcasses.

 Here are the answers from MNRF Wildlife Policy Section addressing the questions that came up
during today’s call:

1. Do non-residents fall under the apprenticeship program and if so what is the
minimum age?
Only residents who are 12-14 years of age are able to hunt as an
apprentice in Ontario.  Non-residents must be least 16 years of age to
hunt in Ontario.  Non-residents who are under 16 years of age can join a
licensed non-resident hunter on a hunt, but cannot participate in the hunt
(e.g. drive animals, carry or use a firearm, etc).

2. Affixing the tag: if a group is out hunting, they process the bear at the camp, and are
going to cross the border, at what point does the tag need affixing?
You are not required to attach the tag if you are immediately
accompanying the animal or immediately available to produce the tag for
inspection. For example, the tag holder may carry their
notched/invalidated tag in their pocket while they are bringing the
harvested animal out of the bush provided that the tag holder remains
with the animal while it is being moved.

However, you MUST attach the tag if you are not immediately
accompanying the animal or immediately available to produce the tag for
inspection. For example, the tag holder must attach their tag if they leave
the harvested animal at any time, including:
· transporting the animal in a vehicle that is not occupied by the tag

holder,
· leaving the animal at camp while the tag holder goes out party

hunting,
· leaving the animal at a butcher for processing.

In the scenario described, so long as the hunter remains with the bear
carcass, the notched tag may be kept on their person instead of being
attached.

3. Carrying a duplicate photocopied tag - can a hunter carry a photocopy of the tag so
they can have it on hand while the other is attached to the animal in case, or in case it
gets damaged?
It is illegal to create or be in possession of a modified, copied or
counterfeit tag.  Photocopying (or any type of duplication/multiple
printing) of a tag is illegal and a chargeable offence under the Fish and
Wildlife Conservation Act.  Tags can be protected from the elements in a
variety of effective and low-cost ways (e.g. resealable zip plastic bag).


